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SECRET #1

GOOD TITLES

Creating a meaningful, yet creative, title can be really hard.
SECRET #2

THERE IS NO ONE DEFINITION

Digital Humanities continues to evolve, expand, and is conceived in myriad ways throughout higher education, industry, and the public.
Digital Humanities is best played as a team sport.

Digital Humanities projects involve teams of people collaborating. Typically, the needed expertise and equipment is not the work of one individual or department.
THE LIBGUIDE
Digital Humanities: Teaching, Learning, & Research

Technologies
Recommended tools for digital methodologies - includes a brief definition of the tool, where to find it, and links to tutorials

Methodologies
Brief explanations of digital methodologies and examples

Resources
Links to readings on digital scholarship topics

Conferences
Recommended professional development opportunities

LIBGUIDES.UKY.EDU/DIGITAL-HUMANITIES
NEXT STEPS

Library Cohort
To build knowledge and skills with digital tools & methodologies

Workshops
To offer learning opportunities for students & faculty

Events
To facilitate project or research sprints; to showcase finished projects

Campus Community
To provide a campus-wide infrastructure for cultivating and supporting digital scholarship
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